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Abstract 
Gerhard, J.A. and M. Petrich, Unification in free distributive lattices, Theoretical Computer Science 
126 (1994) 237-257. 
For a pair of words in any free distributive lattice, a procedure is given which decides whether they 
can be unified. Bases for all unifiers are found in the case where the two words to be unified are 
A -words (or by duality V-words). The cases where the total number of generators is at most three 
are discussed in detail. This includes all the possible combinations of constants and variables. Bases 
for the unifiers are given in all these cases. 
1. Introduction and summary 
Roughly speaking, the unification problem deals with a free algebra A of some type 
T and the question whether, for any two terms u and u in A, there exists a substitution 
$ (called a unijer), by elements of A, such that u$=u$ as elements of A. More 
precisely, the algebra A, free in a variety of algebras T, is generated by the union of two 
disjoint sets C and V, the former called constants and the latter variables. The 
substitution I) keeps fixed all elements of C and all but a finite number of elements of 
V. Simple examples include A having only one binary operation satisfying either the 
associative or the idempotent law or both. Many problems arise in this context: 
decidability of such a procedure, the existence of unifiers, their number, their classi- 
fication including a possible partial ordering, minimal sets of unifiers, etc. We 
recommend the comprehensive article by Siekmann [S] or the paper by Jouannaud 
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and Kirchner [3] for a general discussion, application to various fields of mathemat- 
ics, logic and computer science, as well as open problems. We only mention that 
unification problems in commutative semigroups play an important role in automatic 
theorem proving and logical programming. 
We treat here a modest corner of the vast area of unification problems: the 
possibility of unification for certain terms in a free distributive lattice. This particular 
choice is motivated by the following considerations. For a possible application to 
machine treatment of certain problems, one wishes to have (for the terms of a free 
algebra A of type T) not only a finite number of unifiers for a given pair of words in 
A but preferably a reasonably small number. For the case of semilattices (that is, 
associative, idempotent and commutative binary operations), Baader and Biittner [ 11 
found complete sets of unifiers and their number turns out to be too large. At the other 
end of the spectrum, Martin and Nipkow [4] proved that in a Boolean lattice, any two 
terms that can be unified admit a unique unifier. A reasonable number of unifiers, 
greater than the trivial number 1, may be expected by considering algebraic systems 
which are somewhere between semilattices and Boolean lattices. After some search of 
the great number of structures that fit this restriction, distributive lattices seemed to us 
a natural choice. 
It appears, however, that the unification problem for two arbitrary words in a free 
distributive lattice is a hard one. In order to make some inroads into a prospective 
solution, we treat several special cases which seem to promise some help in eventually 
obtaining a general solution of the problem. 
Section 2 contains preliminary material needed throughout the paper. Necessary 
and sufficient conditions are found in Section 3 for unification of any two words in 
a free distributive lattice. The unification problem for two A-words within a free 
distributive lattice is solved in Section 4. (Note that a solution only in terms of 
A -words coincides with the solution within a free semilattice, a problem mentioned 
above.) By the usual duality in lattices, these results also give a solution for the 
unification of two V-words within a free distributive lattice. Lemmas providing 
solutions for unification of special words in a free distributive lattice are established in 
Section 5 with a view of application in succeeding sections. The solution of the general 
unification problem for any two words in the following special cases are treated in the 
final three sections: two constants and one variable, one constant and two variables, 
and no constants and three variables. In all three cases, we find a basis for the set of all 
unifiers of the relevant words. 
2. Preliminaries 
For a background on lattices in general and free distributive lattices in particular 
see [2]. Lattices are considered as algebraic structures with two binary operations, i.e. 
the signature is (2,2). Lattice-theoretic notation which we use includes the following: 
meet is written as ab or Al= 1 ai or l\A, for a finite nonempty set A, 
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join is written as a V b or VT= 1 ai or VA, for a finite, nonempty set A, 
a 11 b means that a and b are incomparable. 
Vu C - the disjoint union of the sets V/and C. Elements of Vare called variables and 
denoted by x,y,z,xi,yi,zi. Elements of C are called constunts and denoted by 
a, b, C, ui, bi, ci. 
22 = _Y( Vu C) - the free distributive lattice on Vu C. The elements of Y are called 
words. A finite meet of elements of Vu C is called a term. A finite meet of constants is 
a constant term. As is well known, every word Q can be written as 
Q=(' Wir 
i=l 
where wi is a term. 
If VuC is finite, then 0= V@= A( VuC) and 1= A@= V( VuC) are elements of 
9. If Vu C is infinite, these elements do not exist in 9. Nevertheless, we will use them 
as notational conveniences. For example, let T be the set of terms. We can write 
a word Q in the form 
Q=v tQt> 
[ET 
where Q,E{O, l}. This means that the term t actually occurs in the join if and only if 
Qf = 1. Of course, Qt = 1 for only finitely many terms. Let uur( Q) denote the variables 
occurring in Q, let con(Q) denote the constants occurring in Q, and let c(Q)= 
uur(Q)ucon(Q). 
We now define some terms used in this paper. 
Free semilattice: The subsemilattice of the free distributive lattice on VuC of all 
terms under the operation of meet is (isomorphic to) the free semilattice on VuC. 
Notice, for terms u and u, that u d u o c(u) G c(u). In fact, this gives a representation 
of the free semilattice as all nonempty subsets of Vu C under union. 
Duality and symmetry: Many statements and proofs in the paper can be obtained 
by using the lattice duality, i.e. by replacing meet by join and vice versa. This is 
indicated by V ++ A. Others can be obtained by symmetry of the occurrence of 
variables, i.e. by replacing the variable x, say, by the variable y and vice versa. This is 
indicated by x c) y. 
Substitutions: A substitution is an endomorphism of 2. Substitutions are assumed 
to move only variables; constants are assumed to be fixed. Since 2 is free, substitu- 
tions are determined by their effect on variables. Throughout the paper, substitutions 
are described by the effect they have on the variables actually moved. The other 
elements of V are assumed to be fixed. 
Un$zble: A pair of words (A, B) is unifiable if there exists a substitution cp (called 
a uni$er) such that Aq = Bq. 
The set Y of all unifiers of (A, B) is quasiordered by the relation 
II/B9 0 *=cpi 
for some substitution 1. In this case we say that $ is generated by cp. 
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Generating set: A set r c Y is a generating set for ‘Y if for every ~+!IE P there exists 
YET such that $<y. 
Independent set: A set @ E Y is independent if cp, $E@ =s- cp 11 t+b. 
Basis: A set of unifiers is a basis for Y if it is an independent set of generators for Y. 
Note that the quasiorder on unifiers defined above induces an equivalence relation 
= in the usual way by 
cp=$ o cp<$ and $6~. 
The set !P/_ is partially ordered by 
cpl~<$/, - 40<*. 
A-B=(agAla#B] for any sets A and B. 
The following lemma is an obvious consequence of the definitions. 
Lemma 2.1. Let r be a generating set for Y. If r/, is finite, then a set of representat- 
ives of the maximal classes of l-1, is a basis. 
3. A criterion for unifiability 
Our criterion for unifiability of any two words of a free distributive lattice 9 is 
expressed in terms of a certain constant function being a unifier. As mentioned in the 
preliminaries, we represent the words in 2’ as joins of terms. The set of terms of .9 is 
a meet subsemilattice of _Y and is (isomorphic to) the free semilattice on X. We are 
therefore able to deduce a criterion for unifiability of any two words of a free 
semilattice. 
Theorem 3.1. Let A, BE_%‘. If either A or B has constant terms, let D be the join of all 
constant terms in A and B. In such a case A and B are unifiable if and only zf the mapping 
x:x+-D (xEvar(A)uvar(B)) 
unifies A and B. If neither A nor B has a constant term, then A and B are unifiable. 
Proof. For the first case, it suffices to prove necessity, sufficiency being trivial. Let 
$ be a unifier of A and B. Each variable in A$ = B$ can be substituted by a constant in 
A or in B, thereby obtaining a new unifier. We may therefore assume that x$ is a join 
of constant terms for all xEvar( A)uvar(B). Since (A$)D=(B$)D, by distributing 
D through A$ and BIG/, we may replace x$ by (x$)D thereby retaining the equality. In 
other words, we may assume that x$ < D for all xEvar(A)uvar(B). 
Let 2 and B be the join of all constant terms in A and B, respectively, so that 
D = A V B. We also have A< A$ and B < B$ and, therefore, D < AI/I = B$ <D and 
equality prevails. Let w be a term in A or B. If for every variable x in w, we replace x$ 
by D, we obtain a term W with the property that w$ dW< D. Consequently, 
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AIC/ <AX 6 D = A$ and equality prevails. The same holds with A replaced by B. This 
proves that x unifies A and B. 
Now assume that neither A nor B has constant terms. If there is a constant in A or 
B, let D be the meet of all constants occurring in either A or in B. Otherwise, let D be 
any element of the lattice. Then the mapping x in the statement of the theorem (with 
the current definition of D) clearly unifies A and B. 0 
Corollary 3.2 (cf. Baader and Biittner [l, Proposition 2.11). Let u and u be terms in 
9 (and thus elements of the free semilattice on X). Then u and v are unijiable if and only 
if they are semilattice unijiuble. 
By cases, u and v are unijiable if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) if u and v are constant terms, then u = v, 
(ii) if u is a constant term and v is not, then II/:x+-u unijes u and v, 
(iii) interchange u and v in part (ii), 
(iv) if neither u nor v is a constant term, no condition. 
Proof. If u and u are semilattice unifiable, they are obviously unifiable. For the 
converse, we can apply Theorem 3.1 and note that it does not use joins in these cases 
and thus u and u are semilattice unifiable. The remaining assertions above now follow 
from Theorem 3.1. 0 
4. Unification of terms 
Our goal here is to give a basis for the set of all the unifiers of u and u, where u and 
u are arbitrary terms in the lattice 9. To this end, we need a rather extensive list of 
notation and a sequence of lemmas, some of which provide additional information. 
Our first task is to establish the notation which will allow us to consider an arbitrary 
pair (u, u) of terms. The constants and variables which occur in u or v are divided into 
three mutually disjoint sets according to whether they occur in u or u or both. 
Let 
C={a, ,..., a,,b, ,..., b,,c, . . . . cr}, 
V={x l,..,,XI,Yl,...,Ym,Z1...,Zn}, 
and let _Y = 9( C u V), where all of the above are distmct. 
Let 
A={ai, . . ..ap}. B=(b,,...,b,}, 
X=(x1, . . ..Xl>. Y=(y,, . . ..Ym>. Z={z, . . ..zn}. 
a= AA, b= AB, c= A {Cl, . . ..cr}. 
x= AX, y=AY, z= AZ. 
Any of these sets may be empty. If, for example, A =8, then a= A 8 = 1. 
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The terms u and z, can be written as u = ucxz and u = bcyz. Any unifier will have to 
assign the elements of A to the variables in Y or Z and the elements of B to the 
variables in X or Z. Let C be the set of all functions 
a:AuB+Xu YUZ 
satisfying the requirements 
ACJ G YuZ. BoGXUZ. 
Further let 
di=~{ Bob 1 ba=xi} for i=l, . . ..l. 
fj=//{ UEA 1 aa=yj} forj=l, . . ..m. 
gk=l\({a~AIaa=zk)u{bEBIbc=zk}) for k=l,...,n, 
and let 
d= ~ di, g= A gk. 
i=l j=l k=l 
Note that adg=ab= bfg. 
Finally, define a function cpO by 
cp0: Yj+fjYjVU for j= 1, . . ..m. 
zkcgkzk for k=l, . . ..n. 
XitdixiV~ 
I 
for i=l,...,l, 
Lemma 4.1. Let (u, u) be un$able. Then for any CJ, q = (pd as dejined above, unijies (u, v). 
Proof. We first compute ucp in each of the four possible cases. 
(i) If X#B#Z, then 
U~=UC(X~)(Z~)=UC A (dixi VU) 
( i )(Ogkzk) 
=acdxgzVacvgz=abcxzVabcyz 
=abcz(x V y). 
(ii) If X=@#Z, then 
=abcz(xVy) since d=x=l. 
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q=ac(xcp)=ac A((diXiVv) =acdxVacv 
(i 1 
=abcz(xVy) since g=z= 1. 
(iv) If X = 8 = Z, then UCP = UC. 
The symmetry between u and v is given by a++ b and x-y. This symmetry is 
reflected in the definition of cp with d-J: Therefore, vcp = a&(x V y) unless Y= 8 = Z, 
and in that case vcp = bc. The proof is therefore complete except for the situation where 
case (iv) occurs for u or the symmetric case occurs for u or both. If u =ac, the 
hypothesis of unifiability ensures that 6= 1. If v is not in case (iv), then we have 
vcp = ac(1 V y) = ac since x = 1 which shows that cp unifies. In the final case we have 
u = c = u and the unifier cp is the identity mapping. 0 
Lemma 4.2. For every unijier $ of u and v, there exists ae.Z such that (p,$=$ (and 
consequently (pO generates *). 
Proof. Since $ is a unifier of u and v, we have ac(xz)$ = bc(yz)$. Then ai is a factor of 
the left-hand side of this equation, and hence also of its right-hand side. Since ai is not 
a factor of bc it must be a factor of (yz)$. This means that there exists yj or zk such that 
ai is a factor Of Yj~ or Of Zk$. 
Define a mapping 0 on A u B as follows. Let a,EA. If a, is a factor of some yj~, make 
an arbitrary choice of yj with this property and let a,a = yj. Otherwise, a, is a factor of 
some zk$, in which case make an arbitrary choice of zk with this property and let 
a,b=zk. The same type of discussion is valid for the b,‘s and we may define b,a to be 
either Xi or zk with the requisite property. We now obtain 
Xicp,~=(diXiVV)IC/=di(Xi~)Vv~ 
=di(xiti)V b(v$) (since b is a factor of v$) 
=di(xilCI)V b(uti) (since tj unifies u and v) 
=di(xi$) (since di 2 b and xi 2 U) 
=Xi* (by the definition of di). 
One now proves similarly that yj(P~ $ = yj~ for j = 1, . . , m. Finally, for any 1 Q k < n, 
we have 
Lemma 4.3. The set { (pb 1 oe:C j is independent. 
Proof. Let ~J,CJ’EC give rise to di,fi,gk and d:,fj,g;, respectively, and assume that 
cpo, = cp,il for some substitution 2. We shall show that di=di, fj=fj, g;=gk for all 
choices of i, j, k, i.e. cpO I = cpo. 
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We show first that di <di, fi<fj, g; 6gk for all choices of i,j, k. For example, 
Ai(Xi V v)3.=(diXi V U)~ (since diu = V) 
=Xi(Pg%=Xi(Pg’ (since CpO,=CpOIti) 
=d:xiV v 
=d:(Xi V 0) (since d;u=dj). 
This establishes an equality of words in 9’. We can conclude that di is a factor of this 
word and that d: is the least constant factor. Thus, there exists k such that dik=d:, i.e. 
d:<di. 
Similar arguments will establish the other inequalities. 
For any aeC we have, for example, that 
B=U (bEBIbC=Xi}U IJ {bEBIba=Zk} 
I k 
is a disjoint union. That d: < di can equivalently be expressed by 
(bEB 1 bO=Xi} 2 (bEB (bC’=Xi} 
Also g;6gk implies that 
No inclusion can be proper since the disjoint union above, with [T replaced by g’, 
must equal B. Thus, di= di for all i. Similar arguments will establish the other 
equalities. 0 
Theorem 4.4. The set { cpO IOEC} is a basis for the unifiers of (u, u). 
Proof. Lemma 4.2 shows that this set generates all the unifiers of (u, u), and Lemma 
4.3 shows that it is independent. 0 
5. General lemmas 
In this section we collect a number of results which will be used (and illustrated) in 
the subsequent sections. Some of these results are also of independent interest. First 
we establish a reduction to the case where one of the words to be unified is a term. 
Next we study unifiers which are idempotent and which commute. Most of the unifiers 
of interest to us satisfy these properties. A number of lemmas are then given which 
provide unifiers of pairs (P, Q) with very special forms of both P and Q. We conclude 
the section with two special cases: unification in Z(a, x) and in 9(x, y). 
Theorem 5.1. Let (Qs)ssS and (Rt)tsT be families of terms. Then $ unifies (VSQS, 
V, R,) if and only if it unifies (QS, V, Q,R,) for all SES and (R,, V, R,Q,) for all tET. 
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Proof. First assume that $ unifies (V,Qs,V,&). For any SES, we have 
The proof that $ unifies (R,, V, R,Q,) f or any TV T is similar. Conversely, if $ unifies 
(Qs,V,Q,R,) for all SES and (R,,VsR,Q,) for all JET, then 
VQ,~~=V(VQ&)$=V (VQA)$=VW. 
s s f f s * 
The next two lemmas are useful in establishing the independence of certain unifiers. 
Lemma 5.2. Let cp generate $ and a be a constant term. Then 
xcp=axcp * x$=ax*, 
xcp=aVxcp a x*=aVx*. 
Proof. If $ = cpA, then x$ =xcpA=axcpA= ax$. The second assertion follows by 
A-V. 0 
Lemma 5.3. For i = 1,2, let XCpi = six V bi where ai and bi are constant terms and assume 
that x~2=xq1cpz and aa$ bz. Then az<a, and b,<b2. 
Proof. Indeed, 
azxVbz=xcp,=xcplcp,=(alxVb1)cp32=alx~2Vb1 
=a,(azxVb2)Vbl=alazxVa1b2Vb1. 
Since a2 $i bz, it follows that a2x 11 b2 and therefore azx V bz is in canonical form. 
Consequently, a2 =a1 a2 whence a2 da1 and b2 =a1 b2 V b1 whence b1 d b2. 0 
The next lemma enables us to combine unifiers that commute. 
Lemma 5.4. Let cp unify (A, B), x unifv (B, C) and assume that (px = x(p. Then qq unifies 
(A, C). 
Proof. Indeed, A~x = Bqx = BX(P = Cxq = Cqx. 0 
Idempotent unifiers also have special properties. 
Lemma 5.5. Let cp and $ be unijiers and assume that cp is idempotent. Then $ is 
generated by cp if and only if $ = cp$. 
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Proof. Assume that $ = cpll for some substitution A. Then cp$ =cpcpll= cpn=$. The 
converse is obvious. 0 
Lemma 5.6. Let cp un$y (A, B), x unify (B, C). Assume that cp and x are idempotent and 
that $ is generated by both rp and x. Then $ unifies (A, C) and is generated by (px. 
Proof. Since II/ is generated by both cp and x, it unifies both (A, B) and (B, C) and 
therefore it unifies (A, C). From Lemma 5.5 it follows that $ = cp$ =x$. Therefore, 
$=(Px$. 0 
In the special case of unifiers which commute and are idempotent, the following 
result is obtained by combining Lemmas 5.6 and 5.4. 
Lemma 5.7. Let @ and r be sets of idempotent untjiers which generate the unifiers of 
(A, B) and (B, C), respectively. Assume that (py =y(p for all cp~@, y~r, and that any 
unifier of (A, C) is also a unifier of (A, B). Then @r= { qy 1 (PE@, y~r} is a generating 
set for the unifiers of (A, C). 
In order to give the notation to be used in the next three lemmas, we consider 
a special case of Theorem 4.4. We wish to describe the unifiers of a pair of the form 
(aw,w)wherewisatermanda=a,... a,.LetA={a,,...,a,}andletCbethesetofall 
functions of the form 
a:(A-con(w))+-var(w). 
(Note that (A -con(w)) plays the role of A in the discussion before Lemma 4.1 where 
u=aw and v= w. Also, in the present context, X= Y=B=@.) 
For OEC and for each zEvar(w), let 
g,=A{(aEAIua=z) 
and define a mapping cpO by 
qO : zcg,z (zEvar( w)). 
Then according to Theorem 4.4, the set { qa ) OEZ} is a basis for the unifiers of (aw, w). 
Now assume that Q =Visl wi. For each iEZ, let { cpOiI aiE.Zi} be a basis for the 
unifiers of (awi, Wi) as explained above, where 
(pg,:Z+gs,iZ (ZEVar(Wi)). 
If z#var( wi), let gZ,i = 1. Define 
g,=/\g,,i (z=NQ)). 
isI 
Let ~=(~i)isl where aieCi. With this notation, we finally let 
qb:ztg,z (zEvar(Q)). 
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It is easy to verify that r~,,~cpe = cpt for all iE I. Therefore, cpt unifies (awi, wi) for all iEI 
and hence it unifies (aQ, Q). 
Lemma 5.8. The set { cpo 10 = (Bi)iElp Oi~Ci}, described above, is partially ordered by the 
usual quasiorder on unifiers. The set r of maximal elements of this partially ordered set 
is a basis of unifiers of (uQ, Q). 
Proof. To show that { (pd} is partially ordered, assume that cp, $~r generate one 
another. Now all elements of r are clearly idempotent and, therefore, by Lemma 5.5 it 
follows that cpll/ = $ and $cp = cp. Let zcp =gz and z$ = Lz. Then ghz = zcp$ = z$ = hz. It 
follows that gh =/z. By rp t-f $ we have g = hg and therefore g = A. Since this calculation 
can be made for all variables it follows that cp=$. 
By Theorem 5.1, $ unifies (uQ, Q) if and only if it unifies (awiT VjUwiwj) and 
(Wir VjUWi Wj) for all i. However, Vjawiwj= Uwi. Consequently, I,!/ unifies (uQ, Q) if 
and only if it unifies (awi, wi) for all i. 
The discussion preceding the lemma now shows that for any unifier II/ of (uQ, Q), there 
exists 5 = (bi)is, such that for each iE1 we have (pbi$ = $ and, therefore, cpa$ = II/. Thus, 
r is a set of generators of unifiers of (uQ, Q) and, therefore, by Lemma 2.1, a basis. 0 
Lemma 5.9. Let M = { jEZ 1 awj is maximal among the awi’s}. For each jEM, let 
(Pj:X+XVU (XEUUr(Wj)). 
Then { qj 1 jEM} is a basis for the unifiers of (a, aQ). 
Proof. Note that u is join irreducible. It follows that $ unifies (a, uQ) if and only if it 
unifies (a, UWi) for some iEZ. If II/ unifies (a, aW(), it also unifies (a, UWj) for some jEM. 
Therefore, $ unifies (a, aQ) if and only if it unifies (a, UWj) for some jeM. By Lemma 
4.2, qj generates the unifiers of (u, UWj) and therefore { qj 1 jE M} generates all unifiers 
of (a, aQ). 
Each qj is idempotent. To show independence it is, therefore, enough by Lemma 5.5 
to show that (Pj(Pk # (Pk for all j, keM, j # k. Since UWj /I UWk, it follows that there exists 
xovar(wj)-var(wk), and therefore that (pj:X+XVU and (Pk:X+X. If ~j(Pk=(Pk, it 
follows from Lemma 5.3 that a<0 in which case the lemma is trivial. q 
Lemma 5.10. Let r be the basis for the un$ers of (uQ, Q) as described in Lemma 5.8 
and let { Cpj 1 jEM} be a basis for the unifiers of (a, aQ) as described in Lemma 5.9. Then 
{cPaVjI (P,ET,jEM} 
is a basis for the unifiers of (a, Q). 
Proof. All the unifiers mentioned are idempotent and it is easy to check that 
(Pa(Pj=VjcPif. We can, therefore, apply Lemma 5.7 and conclude that 
(VaqjI q&T, jEM} is a generating set of unifiers. 
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For the unifiers involved, either z+g,z or z+-g,z V a. Independence can, therefore, 
be established by applying Lemma 5.3. 0 
Lemma 5.11. Let q:xi+xiVQ for ldidl and x=xl...xl. Then cp is a basis for the 
unifiers of (xQ, Q). 
Proof. We show first that Qq=Q. Write Q=V,,,,.,,, Qsx, where x,=/jissxi 
and oar(Q,)n{xI,..., x1}=@ for all s. Note that X,~=~i,,(xiVQ)=XsVQ. Then 
Qv=VQ,(w) (since Qsv=QJ 
=\!Q.(WQ)=VQ.XV 
s 
=QV VQs Q=Q. ( 1 s 
Using results obtained earlier in the proof, we have 
xQv=xcpQv=(xVQ)Q=Q. 
This proves that cp is a unifier. 
To show that cp is a basis, we must show that cp generates any unifier $. Now 
xiVlCI=(xiVQ)$=xi$VQ$ 
=xi$ VxQt,!t since $ unifies 
=Xi* since xi~ > XQI,!J 
which shows that cp generates $. 0 
The following corollary is also a special case of Lemma 5.14 for x=x. 
Corollary 5.12. Let x<Q. Then cp, as dejined in Lemma 5.11, is a basis for unifiers of 
(x2 Q). 
Proof. In this case xQ=x. 0 
Lemma 5.13. Let cp:x+xQ. Then cp is a basis for the unifiers of (x,xQ). 
Proof. It is obvious that cp unifies. Moreover, if $ is any unifier, then xcp$ = xQ$ = XI). 
Therefore, cp generates rl/ and is a basis. 0 
Lemma 5.14. Let cp : xcQ. Then cp is a basis for the unifiers of (x, Q). 
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Proof. Let cpl :x+x V Q and (p2 :x+xQ. The two substitutions are idempotent and 
cpi cpZ = (p2(p1 = cp. The lemma, therefore, follows from Lemmas 5.13 and 5.11 using 
Lemmas 5.4 and 5.6. q 
As an introduction to the considerations in the next three sections, we give results 
which describe unification in case dp has two generators. 
Theorem 5.15. Let P, Qe-r;P(a, x). Bases for the unifiers of (P, Q) are given as follows: 
(i) P=a in Lemma 5.10, 
(ii) P=x in Lemma 5.14, 
(iii) (P, Q} = (ax, a V x}, cp : x+a is the only unijer. 
Proof. Since 2(a, x) = {a, x, ax, a V x} all possibilities have been considered. More- 
over in case (iii), we have, for any unifier rl/, 
abaVx*=ax*dx*<aVx*=ax*<a 
and therefore x$ = a. 0 
Theorem 5.16. Let P, QE~(x, y). Bases for the uniJers of (P, Q) are given as follows: 
(i) Pc(x,y} in Lemma 5.14, 
(ii) {P,Q}={~Y,xVY}, cp: X+X, ytx is a basis for the un$ers. 
Proof. Since 2?( x, y) = ( x, y, xy, x V y } all possibilities have been considered. In case 
(ii), it is easy to check that cp unifies. If $ is any unifier, then 
(XY)rl/ Gx$, Y$dx$vY$=(xY)ll/ 
and, therefore, x$ = y$. Now xcpll/ = xlc/ since xcp = x and ycp$ = x$ = ylc/ since xcp = x 
and x$ = y$. It follows that cp generates all the unifiers and is, therefore, a basis. q 
6. One constant and two variables 
Our treatment starts with three lemmas which are specializations, or easy conse- 
quences, of some of the general results in the preceding section. We are then able to 
provide bases for the unifiers in case one of the words to be unified is a term or (by 
V H A) the dual of a term. The results are listed in Theorem 6.5. References are given 
to the lemmas which give the unifiers in the several cases. A second theorem handles 
the case where both words to be unified are join reducible, and are not the dual of 
a term. The results are presented in the form of a table whose entries are treated case 
by case or eliminated in view of some symmetry. 
We first specialize Lemma 5.8 to the present situation. As mentioned in the 
preliminaries, every QE~?(u, x, y) can be written as Q = VtsT tQt where T is the set of 
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terms and Q,E{O, l}. Bases for the unifiers are given explicitly in each case. The 
subscript indicates the variables actually moved. 
Lemma 6.1. Let c(Q) _ { c a, x, y }. Then bases for the unifiers of (aQ, Q) are given in the 
following cases: 
Case Basis 
Qx=Qy=Qxy=O x:x+x, y+y 
Qx= 1, Q,=O xX : x+--ax, y+- y 
Q,=O, Q,=l xy:xcx, yi-ay 
Qx=Q,a=O, Qxy=l CLXIJ 
Qx=Qy=l xxy :xcax, y+ay 
Let p be one of the substitutions defined in Lemma 6.1. Then p is of the form X+C(X, 
yc/?y for some CC, DE{ a, l}. In each case, the substitution p introduces a exactly where 
needed so that a occurs in each term in Q,. In particular, we have Qp =aQe=aQ. 
Lemma 6.2. Let c(Q) G {a, x, y> and define 
cp:xcxVaQ, y+yVaQ. 
Let r be the basis for the unifters of (aQ, Q) given in Lemma 6.1. Then cpT= { (py 1 y~r} 
is a basis for the unifiers of (axy, Q). 
Proof. Note that II/ unifies (axy, Q) if and only if it unifies (axy, aQ) and (aQ, Q). Since 
axy=axyQ, it follows from Lemma 5.11 (with Q replaced by aQ) that cp is a basis for 
the unifiers of (axy, aQ). Lemma 6.1 gives bases r for the unifiers of (aQ, Q) in the 
various cases. All the substitutions mentioned are idempotent and it is straightfor- 
ward to check that (py=y(p for every YET. Lemmas 5.4 and 5.6 now show that CpT is 
a generating set for the unifiers of (axy, Q). 
To establish independence in the case where r has two elements note that 
xcpxX = ax V aQ = axcpXX, xcpxY = x V aQ # axcpxy 
Therefore, by Lemma 5.2, (pxX does not generate qxY. By x ++ y, it follows that ‘pxY 
does not generate (px*_. 0 
Lemma 6.3. Let c(Q) G {a, x, y> and define 
cp,:xcxVaQ, qz:ycyVax. 
Let r be the basis for the unifiers of (aQ, Q) given in Lemma 6.1. Then bases for the 
unifiers of (ax, Q) are given in the following cases: 
Case Basis 
axQ = ax 0 
axQ # ax ~1~2r 
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 6.2. We only mention how the 
unifiers arise. The unifiers of (aQ, Q) are elements of P. The substitution ‘pi is a basis 
for the unifiers of (axQ, aQ) by Lemma 5.11, with Q replaced by aQ. In case axQ = ax 
we have our unifiers. In the other case, axQ = axy. By Lemma 6.2 with Q = ax, cpz is 
a basis for the unifiers of axy=ux. 0 
Lemma 6.4. Let c(Q) G (a, x, y} and define 
cp:xtxVQ, y+yVQ. 
Let r = {xX, x,} be the basis for the unifiers of (uxy, xy) given in Lemma 6.1. Then buses 
for the unifiers of (xy, Q) are given in the following cases: 
Case Basis 
xyQ=xy cp 
xyQ Z xy CPT 
Proof. Again the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 6.2. The substitution cp is 
a basis for the unifiers of (xyQ, Q) by Lemma 5.11. In case xyQ = xy we have our 
unifier. In the other case, xyQ = uxy. Unifying (uxy, xy) and (axy, Q) then gives the 
assertion. q 
Theorem 6.5. Let P, Q EZ(U, x, y) where P is a term or the dual of a term. Buses for the 
unifiers of (P, Q) can be found in various lemmas us follows: 
(i) P=u in Lemma 5.10, 
(ii) PE{x,y} in Lemma 5.14, 
(iii) P=xy in Lemma 6.4 and P=xV y by A c--f V, 
(iv) PE{ax,ay} in Lemma 6.3 and P~{aVx,uVy} by A c* V, 
(v) P=uxy in Lemma 6.2 and P=aVxVy by A +-+ V. 
Table 1 and Theorem 6.6 provide bases for the unifiers of all pairs of distinct words 
which are join reducible and not the duals of terms. In order to explain how the table 
is to be read, we discuss the meaning of the (ax V uy, a V xy) entry. 
The mapping ‘pi :x+-u, ycy generates the unifiers $ of (P,Q) which satisfy the 
condition xll/ = a. 
The symbol xtt y means interchanging the letters x and y in the above case to 
obtain the mapping (p2. 
The mapping (p3 : x+-ax, ycu V y generates the unifiers $ of (P, Q) which satisfy the 
condition x$ d a d y$. 
The symbol xc* y means interchanging the letters x and y in the above case to 
obtain the mapping (p4. 
Wherever x++y occurs as the only entry in the table, it means that interchanging 
x and y will produce a previously considered case. Similarly, V tf A means inter- 
change V and A to obtain a previous case. 
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Table 1 
axVxy aYVxY aVxy axVy ayVx axvayvxy 
axVay x*<a 
axVay 
Y 
y*Ga 
xVay 
ay 
axVxy 
ayvxy 
aVxy 
axvy 
ayVx 
X*Y 
xVay 
axVy 
x*=a 
a 
4’ 
X-Y 
x$<a<y* 
UX 
aVy 
X-Y 
VW/l 
x*Y 
X 
aY 
X-Y 
X axVayVxy 
xY Y 
x-y x-y 
V-A V-A 
VWA 
x$<a 
UX 
Y 
X++Y 
xVay 
Y 
x-y 
V++A 
V-A 
x-y 
Theorem 6.6. Let P, QE~(u, x, y) be join reducible words which are not the duals of 
terms. The mappings listed in Table 1 are bases for the unifiers of (P, Q) in the various 
cases. 
Proof. In each case, the unifiers are obtained by reduction to the case where one of the 
pairs to be unified is a term using Theorem 5.1. Unifiers for these are given in Theorem 
6.5. Independence is shown in each case by application of Lemma 5.2. We illustrate 
the method by verifying the (ax V ay, a V xy)-entry in detail. This is the most complic- 
ated case. For the other entries, we simply list the nontrivial pairs to be unified where 
(at least) one entry is a term and give the corresponding unifiers. 
By Theorem 5.1, 
I (ax, ax v axy), 
* unifies (ax V ay, a V xy) 0 I_!I unifies 
i 
(QY, ay v axy), 
(a,axVay), 
(XY, UXY). 
The first two of these are trivial. Therefore, Ic/ unifies (ax V ay, a V xy) if and only if $ is 
generated by an element of the basis for the unifiers of (a,ax V ay) and is also 
generated by an element of the basis for the unifiers of (xy, axy). By Lemma 5.9, a basis 
for the unifiers of (a, ax V ay) consists of the two substitutions x+-x V a and y+-y V a. 
By Lemma 6.2 (or 6.4) a basis for the unifiers of (xy,axy) consists of the two 
substitutions xcax and ycay. There are four combinations which give the four cases. 
For example, if $ is generated by x+x V a and by xcax, then a <x$ <a and, 
therefore, a=~$. In this case $ is generated by the unifier x+-a, ycy. 
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Table 2 
ax = # = # 
aVx = # # = 
ay # = # = 
aVy + = = + 
To establish independence, apply Lemma 5.2. Table 2 summarizes the situation. 
The sign = as the (ax, (p3) entry, for example, means that axcp3 = xq3. 
(axVay,axVxy): (UY, axy) 
(XY, axy) 
(axVay,axVy): (Y, axy) 
(axVay,axVayVxy): (xy, axy) 
(axVxy, ayVxy): (ax, axy) 
(aY,axY) 
(axVxy,axVy): (Y>XY) 
(axVxy,ayVx): ( UYs UXY 1 
(x,axVxy) 
(axVxy,axVayVxy): (UY, axy) 
xtxVay, ycy 
x-ax, ycy 
x+x, ycay 
x+-x, ycay 
xcax, yty 
X+X, ycay 
X+X, ycyVax 
x+-xVay, y+y 
x+x, y+xy 
xcxVay, ycy 
xcaxVxy,ycy 
x+xVay, y-y 0 
7. Two constants and one variable 
The treatment here is similar to that of the preceding section. In this case, Lemma 
5.8 is specialized in two ways and two analogues of Lemma 6.2 are established. Again 
recall that every QeY(a, b,x) can be written as Q=VrsTtQf where T is the set of 
terms and Q,E(O, l}. 
Lemma 7.1. Let c(Q) G {a, b, x}. Then bases for the unifiers of (abQ, Q) are given in the 
following cases: 
Case Basis 
QO=l or Qb=l not unifiable 
abQ=Q x:x+x 
Qb=O, bQ=Q, abQfQ X:x+ax 
Q,=O, aQ=Q, abQ#Q x:x+bx 
Qa=Qb=O, aQZQ, bQ#Q x:x+-abx 
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Lemma 7.2. Let c(Q) E {a, b, x} and dejine 
cp: x+x V abQ. 
Let X be the basis for the unijiers of (abQ, Q) g’ luen in Lemma 7.1. Then (PX is a basis for 
the unifiers of (abx, Q). 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 6.2. Note that $ unifies (abx, Q) if 
and only if it unifies (abx, abQ) and (abQ, Q). Lemma 5.11, with Q replaced by abQ, 
shows that cp is a basis for the unifiers of (abx( = abxQ), aQ) and Lemma 7.1 gives 
bases for the unifiers of (abQ, Q) in the various cases. All the substitutions mentioned 
are idempotent, and it is straightforward to check that (px=x(p. Lemmas 5.4 and 5.6 
now show that qq generates the unifiers of (axy, Q). 0 
Lemma 7.3. Let c(Q) c {a, b, x>. Then bases for the unifiers of (aQ, Q) are given in the 
following cases: 
Case 
Qb=l 
aQ=Q 
otherwise 
Basis 
not unijable 
x:x+x 
x:xcax 
Lemma 7.4. Let c(Q) G (a, b, x} and deJine 
(~~:x+xVaQ, cpz :xtbx. 
Let X be the basis for the unifiers of (aQ, Q) given in Lemma 7.3. Then bases for the 
unifiers of (ax, Q) are given in the following cases: 
Case Basis 
axQ = ax (PlX 
axQ #ax (Pl%X 
Proof. The proof begins in a manner similar to the proof of Lemma 7.2. Note that 
$ unifies (ax, Q) if and only if it unifies (ax, aQ) and (aQ, Q). Lemma 5.11, with 
Q replaced by aQ, shows that cp is a basis for the unifiers of (axQ, aQ), and Lemma 7.3 
gives bases x for the unifiers of (aQ, Q) in the various cases. All the substitutions 
mentioned are idempotent, and it is straightforward to check that (px = xv. Lemmas 
5.4 and 5.6 now show that (px generates the unifiers of (axQ, Q). Therefore, if axQ = ax, 
the proof is complete. Otherwise, axQ = abx. In this case we must unify (ax, abx). By 
Lemma 7.3, with Q = ax and a replaced by b, the unifier is (p2. 0 
Theorem 7.5. Let A, BE$P( a, b, x) where A is a term or the dual of a term. Bases for the 
unijiers of (A, B) can be found in various lemmas as follows: 
(i) AE(a,b,ab} in Lemma 5.10 and A=aVb by A tf V, 
(ii) A=x in Lemma 5.14, 
Table 3 
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abVbx axVbx aVbx axVb abVx abVaxVbx 
abVax abx abVax a no ax ax 
abVbx a-b a-b a-b a-b a-b 
axVbx VHA a-b abVaxVbx abVx 
aVbx V-A V++A V-A 
axVb a-b a-b 
abVx V-A 
(iii) AE{ax,bx}in Lemma 7.4 and AE{aVx,bVx}, by A tf V, 
(iv) A=abx in Lemma 7.2 and A=aVbVx by A H V. 
Each entry in Table 3 gives the value of x for a single unifier. If the entry is a ++ b or 
V ++ A it means that making the indicated replacement will produce a previously 
considered case. The entry “no” means that the pair is not unifiable. 
Theorem 7.6. Let A, BE~(u, b, x) be join reducible words which are not the duals qf 
terms. Table 3 gives bases for the uniJiers of (A, B). 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 6.6. We list the cases and their 
reductions. 
(abVax,abVbx): (ax, abx) 
(bx, abx) 
(ab, abx) 
(bx, abx) 
(a,abVax) 
(bx, abx) 
(b, ab) 
(x, ax) 
(bx, abx) 
(ab, abx) 
(x,axVbx) 
(ab,abx) 
xcbx 
x+ax 
x+xVab 
xtax 
xcxVa 
x+-ax 
not unifiable 
xcax 
xtax 
xtxVab 
x+-ax V bx 
x+xVab 0 
(abVax,axVbx): 
(abVax,aVbx): 
(abVax,axVb): 
(ab V ax, ab V x): 
(abVax,abVaxVbx): 
(axVbx,abVx): 
(ax V bx, ab V ax V bx): 
8. Three variables 
We proceed here along the same lines as in the preceding two sections. The first two 
lemmas are easy consequences of certain general results in Section 5. The third lemma 
takes care of the remaining cases; among these we have to consider only a few since 
there are many symmetric pairs. 
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Lemma 8.1. Let c(Q) G {x, y, z} and define 
cpl:t+tVQ for tE{x,y,z}, (p,:ztzVxy. 
Then bases for the unifiers of (xy, Q) are given by the following cases: 
Case Basis 
xyQ=xy cpt 
xyQfxy (~1~2 
Proof. The first case follows directly from Lemma 5.11. For the other case, let II/ be 
a unifier of (xy, Q). Then by meet with xy, II/ unifies (xy, xyQ), and by meet with Q, it 
unifies (xyQ, Q). Consequently, $ is a unifier of (xy, Q) if and only if it is a unifier of 
(xyQ, Q) and (xy, xyQ). Since xyQ # xy, it follows that xyQ = xyz. By Lemma 5.11, ‘pi 
is a basis for the unifiers of (xyQ, Q). Also by Lemma 5.11, with Q = xy and x = xyz in 
that lemma, ‘p2 is a basis for the unifiers of (xy, xyz=xyQ). Since the unifiers ‘pi and 
(p2 are idempotent and commute, an application of Lemma 5.7 completes the 
proof. 0 
Lemma8.2. Let c(Q)‘~{x,y,z} and let cp:t+tVQ for tE{x,y,z}. Then cp is a basis 
for the unifiers of (xyz, Q). 
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 5.11 since in this case xyzQ=xyz. 0 
Theorem 8.3. Let A, BE$P(x, y, z) where A is a term or the dual of a term. Bases for the 
uni$ers of (A, B) can be found in various lemmas as follows: 
(i) AE{x,y,z} in Lemma 5.14, 
(ii) A~(xy,xz,yz} in Lemma 8.1 and A~{xVy,xVz,yVz} by V ++ A, 
(iii) A=xyz in Lemma 8.2 and A=xVyVz by V ~1 A. 
Table 4 lists unifiers for certain pairs (A, B) of words. If in the row corresponding to 
A and in the column corresponding to B we have a triple C, D, E, written as a column, 
it means that 
cp:x+C, y+D, z+E 
is a unifier of (A, B). Wherever x t--) y occurs as the only entry in Table 4 it means that 
interchanging x and y will produce a previously considered case. Similarly, V c, A 
means interchange V and A to obtain a previous case. 
Theorem 8.4. Let A, BE~(x, y, z) be join reducible words which are not the duals of 
terms. Table 4 gives bases for the unifiers of (A, B). 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 6.6. We list the cases and their 
reductions. Only the values of the moved variables are given. 
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Table 4 
XYVYZ xzvyz XVYZ xyvz xzvy xyvxzvyz 
xyvxz xvyz xyvxzvyz X XVYZ 
yvxz X-Y Y Y X-Y Y 
Z Z X-Z Z 
XYVYZ X-Y X-Y X-Y X-Y X-Y 
xzvyz x-z x-z x-z x-z 
xvyz V-A V-A V-A 
xyvz x-z x-z 
xzvy X-Y 
(xy v xz, xy v yz): ( xz, xyz) y+y v xz 
(YZY XYZ) xcxvyz 
(xy v x2, x v yz): (x, xy v xz) xcxyvxz 
(YZ? XYZ) xcxvyz 
(xy v xz, xy v z): (z,xz) z+xz 
(xyvxz,xyvxzvyz): (YZ> XYZ) xtxvyz 0 
9. Conclusion 
In contrast to the case of too many unifiers in semilattices and too few in Boolean 
lattices, the situation in a free distributive lattice 6p avoids these two extremes. We 
have given a criterion for the unifiability of any two elements of 58 and found bases for 
all unifiers of pairs of terms or duals of terms. The problem of finding one (or all) bases 
for the set of unifiers of any unifiable pair seems difficult. It is natural to consider 
special cases. We have established some relatively general results about generation 
and independence of unifiers, and then concentrated on those pairs of words where the 
total number of constants and variables is less than or equal to three. The complete 
solution in these cases provides insight into the likely situation in more general cases. 
The methods developed here would presumably be useful in further investigations. 
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